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What is the essence of women? What makes us ourselves? What do we 
know about the mystery we carry inside us? 

What I want to share in this show are the brushstrokes of a search. A 
search which has been lost or hidden through centuries of patriarchy 

but still lies dormant, waiting to help us rediscover and live a full 
life.

I will try to talk with the bearers of this knowledge within the 
project Agasállame un día da túa vida that AMOR   

forms a part of and in which I visit women from various 
geographic, cultural and social origins that I think will shed 

some light into the darkness that envelops the question. 
From the experience of that shared day I elaborate a 

portrait in words and images that will materialize in 
works of plastic, stage, literary and audiovisual arts. 

AMOR  is a continuously changing show 
that will draw from the experience of these 

days and will transform and grow through the 
trips made to visit the women.

Agasállame un día da túa vida and AMOR 
started in 2014 with a visit to Marina 

Alzugaray in (Euskadi). In that same 
year, AMOR received the attention 

and support of ALT.procrea within 
the ALT Festival of Vigo (Galicia). 
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Woman. Fear. Fear of women. Violence.

How does violence begin? Why does someone 
suddenly feel the right to influence the life of 
another person in a violent way? Why can they? 
By the mere fact of believing themselves to be 
stronger? Why do they feel superior? I think we 
have to go further than this.

Why are they afraid of us?

Why, at some point, did they decide to no longer 
respect and value feminine capabilities, this 
feminine power? Look inside your hearts! Why? 
We don’t know. Maybe we don’t remember. Let’s 

look deeper, farther 
back, thousands of 
years ago. Do you 
recall this fear of 

the woman? Feel it in your body. That terror. That 
terror of something. Of what? Something innate. 
Something of a body or of a 
soul.

Why have women been 
systematically repressed 
over thousands of years until up until now? What 
happened? When did it begin? How was it able to 
begin? And why are things the same? 

The most important thing is to ask the appropriate 
question.

Do you ask yourself 
questions? Do you 
truly search or 
do you leave it to 
others? 
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Photgraphies by Íñigo Rodríguez 
Román.
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